Towards Placental Surface Vasculature Exploration in Virtual Reality.
We present a case study evaluating the potential for interactively identifying placental surface blood vessels using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans in virtual reality (VR) environments. We visualized the MRI data using direct volume rendering in a high-fidelity CAVE-like VR system, allowing medical professionals to identify relevant placental vessels directly from volume visualizations in the VR system, without prior vessel segmentation. Participants were able to trace most of the observable vascular structure, and consistently identified blood vessels down to diameters of 1 mm, an important requirement in diagnosing vascular diseases. Qualitative feedback from our participants suggests that our VR visualization is easy to understand and allows intuitive data exploration, but complex user interactions remained a challenge. Using these observations, we discuss implications and requirements for spatial tracing user interaction methods in VR environments. We believe that VR MRI visualizations are the next step towards effective surgery planning for prenatal diseases.